American biotechnology company seeks to license human monoclonal antibodies directed against infectious agents affecting skin or mucosal surfaces. Preferable targets: rotavirus, human papilloma virus, Staphylococcus aureus, Chlamydia pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae. Others will be considered, especially if directed against microbes affecting large human populations. We are also interested in licensing novel microbial antigens with a clearly defined function in pathology and novel methods for selecting useful human antimicrobial monoclonal antibodies. Well-defined ownership of antibodies is required and preliminary clinical safety/efficacy data are desirable. Send one page description of your research by e-mail to: maristan@msn.com.

HYDERABAD EYE RESEARCH FOUNDATION (HERF) OF THE L.V. PRASAD EYE INSTITUTE (LVPEI), BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500 034

INVITES APPLICATIONS FOR POSITIONS OF

STAFF SCIENTISTS,
POST-DOCTORAL AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATES,
AND JUNIOR/SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOWS

HERF is a DSIR-recognised scientific & industrial research organisation that conducts basic and clinical research in areas of eye biology. Its strengths are close and daily interaction between clinicians and scientists, well-equipped laboratories, research grants from national and international agencies, research collaborative agreements with institutions such as CDFD and CCMB, recognition by the University of Hyderabad for the Ph.D. programme and so on. We invite applications from interested scientists and students for the positions of staff scientists, PDF/RA, and JRF/SRF. We offer competitive remuneration and perks for staff scientists, and have in-house project assistantships for young students who want to pursue research in chosen areas of the biology of the eye. CSIR/NET qualification for JRF preferable, but not a pre-requisite for admission. Those who have submitted their Ph.D. theses are eligible for consideration for PDF/RA. Send your letter of intent, along with CV and a list of referees, in plain paper by post, or email to Mrs. Rajini, HERF, L.V. Prasad Eye Institute, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad 500 034, Tel: 040-3543652, Fax: 040-354 8271, or email at dbala@lvpeye.stph.net.